DK1820 Series Heat Presses
Power • Speed • Efficiency • Dependability
This mammoth 18”x 20” swing-away heat press boasts all of the features, advantage and benefits
of the other reliable Geo Knight heat presses, and much more. Designed for the professional,
the DK1820 series heat presses provide the ultimate in power, speed, efficiency and dependability.
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The Tile Master, with an oversized 360 sq inch,
1.1” thick heater block and SuperCoil-Microwinding™
heater technology, provides maximum even heating
for sublimating ceramic tiles with consistent results.
In addition, the unique “2-Tray” production system
of The Tile Master greatly increases the number of
tiles that can be produced per hour. The press is
designed with heat resistant rubber attached to trays
that slide onto the lower steel support table.
As one tray of up to 16 pcs of 4” x 4” sq inch tiles
are being sublimated, another tray is being prepared.
When the heating cycle is finished, the trays are easily
and quickly switched, with almost no downtime.
To fully learn about all of the advantages, benefits
and opportunities provided with The Tile Master we
invite you to visit our classroom web site at:

www.thetilemaster.com

Because of the unique custom design of the
DK1820 series heat press, it is also aptly named
The Uniform King.
The elevated lower platen, with the deep 17.5”
undercut, allows the largest of uniforms and other
garments to be easily pulled over the lower platen.
The slow tedium of pressing both sides of a
garment, with a regular heat press, is eliminated
when using The Uniform King. As any
professional knows, time is money.
It is quick and easy to press both sides of a
garment. Also, the massively sized, extra thick
heater block holds the heat, no matter how fast
you are pressing.
Full details about The Uniform King are at:

www.knightheatpress.com

